We exhibit a cyclic binary morphism avoiding Abelian fourth powers.
Introduction
A great deal is known about words avoiding powers. The simplest case occurs with a binary alphabet. Since the time of Thue [14] , it has been known that there are infinite sequences over {0, 1} containing no factors that are cubes, indeed, containing no factors that are overlaps -non-empty words of the form xyxyx. One such sequence is the Thue-Morse sequence, which is a fixed point of the morphism µ on {0, 1} * given by µ(0) = 01 µ(1) = 10.
Much less is known about words avoiding Abelian powers. An Abelian fourth power is a non-empty word x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4 where for each i and j, x i is an anagram of x j . Dekking [8] gave a construction of infinite binary sequences containing no Abelian fourth powers, namely the fixed points of g : {0, 1} * → {0, 1} * where g(0) = 0001 g (1) = 011.
Varying this morphism by replacing 011 at will with 101 also gives no Abelian fourth powers. (See [5] .) This is all that has been known about binary words avoiding Abelian fourth powers. By way of comparison, the bibliography of [1] cites 69 references to the Thue-Morse sequence! Again, several methods of constructing ternary square-free sequences are known. (See [6] , for example.) Since Abelian cubes are not avoidable over the binary alphabet, Abelian fourth powers represent an extremal case. There is evidently scope for a great deal of exploration here. In Thue's morphism µ, the word µ(1) is obtained from µ(0) by interchanging 0's and 1's; we say that the morphism is cyclic. In general, a morphism ρ on {0, 1, . . . n − 1}
* is said to be cyclic if ρ commutes with the permutation σ n = (0, 1, . . . , n − 1) on {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}. Cyclic morphisms are necessarily uniform, and may thus be studied using tools from automatic sequences. (See [2] .) In addition, their symmetric nature simplifies proofs. Pleasants' construction [13] of a word on 5 letters avoiding Abelian squares uses a cyclic morphism, as does Keränen's [10, 11] construction avoiding Abelian squares on the optimal alphabet of 4 letters.
On the down side, one naturally expects uniform morphisms to be much longer than necessary to avoid various patterns.
For example, in the ordinary, non-Abelian case, the shortest uniform morphism on {0, 1, 2} with a square-free fixed point has length 18, whereas a non-uniform morphism of length 6 exists. (Here the length of a morphism on Σ is the sum of the lengths of the images of the letters of Σ.) As another example, Keränen's cyclic morphisms avoiding Abelian squares on 4 letters have length at least 4 × 85; is there really no more approachable construction?
The current paper advances our understanding of Abelian powers by giving a cyclic binary morphism whose fixed point avoids Abelian fourth powers, namely the morphism h : {0, 1} → {0, 1} * given by
A computer search shows that no shorter cyclic binary morphism avoiding Abelian fourth powers exists. We note that, unsurprisingly, this symmetrical morphism is far longer than Dekking's.
Preliminaries
We use standard notions of combinatorics on words. See [12] , for example. We denote the empty word by . We say that x is an anagram of y, written as x ∼ y, if the frequencies of letters in words x and y are identical. For example, 123342 ∼ 321342. We say that word w contains an Abelian fourth power if w has a factor x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4 with x i ∼ x i+1 , i = 1, 2, 3, x 1 = . For a binary word w, we denote by f (w) the Parikh vector of w; that is, if w contains exactly a 0's and 
Let L = {w : uwv ∈ h n (0) for some positive integer n, some words u, v}. Thus L is the set of words contained in some image of 0 under iterating h. Set L is closed under h, and each word of L is a factor of a word of h(L). If w ∈ L then for some letters a, b ∈ Σ we have awb ∈ L. We will prove: 
Templates and parents
A template is an 8- [4, 3, 7] ) which are 'almost fourth powers'. We are going to investigate when the realization of some template implies a shorter realization of a (possibly different) template. 
Given a template t 1 , we may calculate all of its parents. The set of candidates for A, B, C , D, E and hence for 
Then u 1 realizes t 1 , which is verified by letting Proof. Clearly, u 2 will be shorter than u 1 .
for some word
e is a prefix of h(E).
If a solution u 2 of these conditions has A = , then by force, aa = . Since is also a suffix of h(0), another solutionû 2 exists, differing from u 2 only by changing A to 0 or 1. We may therefore assume that A = . Similarly, assume E = . Given a solution u 2 of our conditions, let
As in the previous lemma,
The following definition will be useful: 
(The other case is similar.) In this case, u contains the Abelian fourth power aX 1 bX 2 cX 3 dX 4 . We have Proof of the Main Theorem. As mentioned in Remark 3.2, we can calculate all of the parents of a template. We can thus generate T f recursively:
1. To initialize, let S = {t f }. 2. For each t ∈ S add to S all those parents of t which do not imply a fourth power. One can generate the set of all words of L of length 103. A finite search shows that none of these words realizes a template in T f . By Lemma 3.6, L is Abelian fourth power-free. Remark 3.7. The experimental facts mentioned in this proof give it a rather ad hoc character. It would be desirable to find a theoretical reason for these phenomena.
Computations
Given a template t, the MAPLE procedure parents in Appendix generates all of t's parents which do not imply a fourth power. Given a set seed of templates, the procedure grow generates the set closure, the smallest closed set containing seed. A Pentium 4 running MAPLE 9 at 2. Since images of letters under h have length 25, we see that any word w of L with |w| = 103 is a subword of h(v) for some word v = a 1 a 2 a 3 a 4 a 5 ∈ L where a i ∈ {0, 1}. We see in turn, that a 1 a 2 a 3 a 4 a 5 will be a subword of one of h(00), h(01), h(10), h (11) , and thus of h(01100), since each of 00, 01, 10, 11 is a subword of 01100. Word 01100 is itself a subword of h(0).
We obtain the set all of words of length 103 in L as follows:
1. Apply h to 01100 to obtain a word allPairs 2. Collect all factors of length 5 from allPairs to give a set length5Words. We find that length5Words, and hence L, contains exactly 20 words of length 5.
3. Apply h to length5Words to obtain imageSet5. For each template t in T f and each word w of length 103 in L, viz. for each w ∈ testSet, we verify that no factor of w realizes t. This is done in two stages:
1. For w ∈ testSet and t ∈ T f − {t f }, we verify that no factor of w realizes t using procedure occurs. 2. For w ∈ testSet, we verify that no factor of w contains an Abelian fourth power.
The total time for these verifications is 27 644.659 s. These computations establish the Main Theorem.
For further reading [9, 15] .
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Appendix. Code
A MAPLE worksheet with all codes referred to in this paper is available from www.uwinnipeg.ca/~currie/AbelianTemplates.mws
Here are the most important pieces:
The following MAPLE code sets up an array split which is used by parents: 
Given a template t, the MAPLE procedure parents generates all of t's parents which do not imply a fourth power. Given a template t1 = [a, b, c, d, e, v1, v2, v3], the following procedure finds the set of all parents of t. We rewrite u1 = aX1bX2cX3dX4e as u1= a'aa"Y1b'bb"Y2c'cc"Y3d'dd"Y4e in all possible ways. (We use the symbol '3' for the empty/missing letter \epsilon, so if b = 3, then aX1bX2cX3dX4e = aX1X2cX3dX4e, for example.) For a given way of rewriting u1, we should have
To find potential parents, we let a', a" range over possible [2] ;c:=template [3] ;d:=template [4] ; > e:=template [5] ;v1:=template [6] ;v2:=template [7] ;v3:=template [8] For t ∈ T f − {t f }, and w ∈ testSet, we verify that no factor of w realizes t using procedure occurs: >occurs:=proc(template,aWord) The current procedure takes [a,b,c,d,e,v1,v2,v3] and a word and looks for an occurrence of the pattern aX1bX2cX3dX4e in the word. The digit sums of v1, v2, ..., v1+v2+3 have absolute values at most 1. We search using for loops on |X1|, |X2|, |X3|, |X4|. If the pattern occurs, we have |aWord| >= |abcde| + |X1| + |X2| + |X3| + |X4| >= |abcde| + 4|X1| -3, so that |X1| <= (|aWord| -|abcde|+3)/4. > a:=template [1] ;b:=template [2] ;c:=template [3] ; > d:=template [4] ;e:=template [5] ;v1:=template [6] ; > v2:=template [7] ;v3:=template [8] 
